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Type 1

The Flawless Parent

Whatever you
do, do it well.
- Walt Disney

Type 1s are incredibly wonderful parents because
they give their children firm boundaries and raise
them to be responsible. They expect their
children to be consistent, truthful, and moral, just
like they are. But, a downfall for type 1 parents is
playtime. These parents have a hard time playing
with and enjoying their children. Children of type 1
parents can feel the pressure to be perfect in
order to be loved.
Weaknesses: fixated on what's wrong, inflexible,
judgmental, critical, intolerant, perfectionistic
Strengths: helps & corrects others, strong morals
& values, reliable, wise, organized, honest

Type 2

The Caring Parent

Life is
beautiful. It's
about giving.
It's about
family.
- Walt Disney

Type 2s are awesome parents because they are
the epitome of nurturing and affectionate. They
care and they give their children a strong sense of
confidence. They genuinely care about their
children and they are interested in what they have
to say. These parents go out of their way to meet
their kids' needs, although, this can cause them to
forget their own. Children of type 2s may feel
overwhelmed and burdened by this amount of
help & assistance, which leaves the type 2 parent
feeling hurt and unneeded.
Weaknesses: people-pleasing, manipulative,
indirect, possessive, intrusive, unwilling to accept
help
Strengths: empathetic, generous, supportive,
considerate, compassionate, hospitable,
excellent listener

Type 3

The Achieving Parent

If you can
visualize it, if
you can dream
it, there's some
way to do it.
- Walt Disney

Type 3s are terrific parents because they raise
hardworking children. They are optimistic and
goal-oriented. They give one hundred percent to
everything they do, including parenting. The pitfall
for type 3 moms is their thought that they have to
appear polished and successful. This can cause a
tremendous amount of stress on a child because
they will believe that they are only as good as their
accomplishments. Type 3 parents and their
children can feel like they are loved because of
what they do, not because of who they are.
Weaknesses: competitive, pretentious,
deceptive, self-promoting
Strengths: confident, productive, efficient,
ambitious, optimistic, charming

Type 4

The Sensitive Parent

Every child is
born blessed
with a vivid
imagination.
- Walt Disney

Type 4s are wonderful parents because they truly
feel and care. They encourage their children to be
creative and to express themselves. They bring
depth to the parent-child relationship. Type 4
parents often question their value and can feel
disconnected from their family. Their children can
be burdened by their range of emotions and feel
as though to be loved, they must prove that they
are special and unique.
Weaknesses: insecure, temperamental, stubborn,
withdrawn, dramatic
Strengths: authentic, creative, passionate,
affectionate, intuitive, refined

Type 5

The Perceptive Parent

Any time you
can experiment,
you ought to do
it.
- Walt Disney

Type 5s are incredible parents because they are
perceptive and innovative and they constantly
want to learn new things. They raise their children
to ask questions, to be objective and wise, and to
make educated decisions. Type 5 parents are
familiar with feeling overwhelmed. They feel the
world is intrusive so they are very private people.
This can cause them to be emotionally distant
with their children. Type 5 parents have limited
energy. This causes them to be very careful with
where they focus their attention, preventing an
empty energy tank.
Weaknesses: distant, detached, intense,
stubborn, withdrawn, secretive
Strengths: wise, calm, innovative, observant,
curious, skillful, competent, predictable

Type 6

The Committed Parent

I am realistic
enough to know
that life is a
complex matter.
- Walt Disney

Type 6s are fabulous parents because they are
trustworthy and dependable. They raise obedient
and responsible children. They feel that the world
is a dangerous place and are super protective of
their children. They can often assume the worst,
which can ultimately project their fears and
insecurities onto their children. These projections
can create anxiety in their kids. Type 6 parents are
loyal and will do everything they can to keep their
children safe.
Weaknesses: defensive, rigid, indecisive,
skeptical, anxious, suspicious
Strengths: compassionate, supportive,
trustworthy, loyal, reliable, likable, steady

Type 7

The Adventurous Parent

Family fun is
as necessary to
modern living
as a kitchen
refrigerator.
- Walt Disney

Type 7s are amazing parents because they are
energetic, optimistic, and always looking for a
family adventure. They want to expose their
children to every opportunity and experience
available. They see life as an opportunity to have
endless adventures and they expect their kids to
be able to keep up. They can overschedule and
go, go, go. This can lead to their children feeling
like the experiences are more important than they
are.
Weaknesses: not fully present, impulsive,
restless, impatient, over-extended, noncommittal
Strengths: fun-loving, confident, charming,
curious, passionate, optimistic, adventurous

Type 8

The Confident Parent

Believe in your
dreams, no
matter how
impossible
they seem.
- Walt Disney

Type 8s are terrific parents because they allow
their children to feel safe and protected. They are
assertive and protective. They love their children
more than anything and will do whatever it takes
to help them find success. They are guarded and
constantly have a wall up to minimize vulnerability
and the possibility of betrayal. They can be blunt,
confrontational, domineering and cynical, which
can leave their children, and other family and
friends, feeling controlled, belittled, or
intimidated.
Weaknesses: controlling, rigid, confrontational,
skeptical, vengeful, explosive
Strengths: honest, strong, decisive, protective,
empowering, bold, compassionate, resilient

Type 9

The Easy-going Parent

Just make sure
you never do
less than your
best.
- Walt Disney

Type 9s are wonderful parents because they
accept their children for who they are. They are
warm and gentle and free from judgement. They
can see all points of view, so they make great
mediators. They avoid conflict and want to create
a harmonious space for their children. They want
their children to lead peaceful lives and feel that
everyone deserves to be respected. Sometimes,
they can shut off their feelings and tune out their
own dreams and thoughts, if it goes against what
someone else wants. They can struggle to provide
consistency in parenting and can be emotionally
unavailable.
Weaknesses: forgetful, passive-aggressive,
resentful, stubborn, indecisive, obsessive
Strengths: patient, pleasant, stable, accepting,
fair, supportive, caring, trusting
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Before you begin:
It's important to understand that we do
not type children. Late teens may be
mature enough to think about what drives
them, but for the most part, typing
should wait until a person gets into their
twenties.
Finding out your Enneagram type is a
personal journey that no one can take for
you. If we type our children then:
we are taking away their
opportunity to uncover their
true identity
we are putting them into a box
that can do more harm than
good
we could be wrong in typing them

Our Enneagram type doesn't change and
we develop our personalities by age 5 or
6, but we can't know for sure what type
anyone else is but ourselves. A child may
demonstrate tendencies of a type 6, but
grow up to discover they are a type 1.
Another may demonstrate type 8
tendencies, and discover that they are a
type 8 in adulthood. The point is, we
don't know a child's motivations. Chances
are, neither to they.

The Enneagram can be incredibly helpful
when it comes to parenting, but not
because we type our children. It's helpful
because we learn about who we are as
parents. When we uncover our true
identities and learn about our behaviors
and motivations we can better
understand ourselves and how we view
the world around us. This allows us to
understand the perspectives of others,
including our children. When we can
parent them the way they want and need
to be parented, the whole dynamic
changes.
As parents, we can see patterns in our
children's behaviors and learn about the
tendencies they display and how they
differ from our own. In the questionnaire
on the following pages, figure out the
top three types that fit your child best.
From there, learn about how your
children view the world differently from
you. Approach them differently by
changing your messaging and your
behavior. That will be one of the greatest
gifts you can give to your children.

The Enneagram
Child Questionnaire
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1) Circle the bullet points that fit your child.
2) Add up how many statements are circled in each section.
3) Focus on the top two or three types.
The Perfect Child
Desire: to do things right &
correctly; to be a good girl or
boy
Fear: being evil or bad; doing
things incorrectly
DOES YOUR CHILD:
have a loud voice in their head
that constantly tells them what
they need to do or how they can
improve without you needing to
tell them?
willing get their chores done
without needing a reminder?
think they know everything and
correct others without hesitation?
give you advice on how to be
more organized and/or clean?
frequently ask you if they are a
good boy/girl?
engage in adult conversation
easily, but struggle to play with
other kids?
feel like everything needs to be
perfect before it is finished?

The Helpful Child
Desire: to be liked,
wanted, & loved
Fear: being unwanted &
unloved; not being needed
DOES YOUR CHILD:
desire to be a great student
so they are liked by their
teachers?
put other people's needs
before theirs?
have an intuition about how
other people are feeling or
what they need?
have a strong sense of
empathy?
freely offer advice, their
time, or help to others?
get their feelings hurt more
easily than other children?
knowingly or unknowingly
manipulate others to get
what they want by offering
them help and support?

The Popular Child
Desire: to appear
successful, valuable, &
admirable
Fear: being a failure or
unsuccessful; coming in
second
DOES YOUR CHILD:
want to complete tasks
successfully?
easily adapt to different
social situations in order to fit
in and make friends?
have a good self esteem?
want to be the best in every
activity they participate in?
take pride in their
appearance?
like to keep a clean and
organized space?
enjoy the spotlight and want
to be the center of attention?
boast about their
accomplishments and show
off to others?

The Enneagram
Child Questionnaire
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The Questioning Child

Desire: to be unique, authentic,
& focus on their feelings

Desire: to know & understand
everything; to be curious

Desire: to have support; to be
safe & secure

Fear: being plain, unoriginal, or
just like everyone else

Fear: having their privacy
invaded; having their energy
depleted

Fear: being unsafe; feeling
uncertain; getting in trouble;
being without support

DOES YOUR CHILD:

DOES YOUR CHILD:

DOES YOUR CHILD:
feel left out or like they don't fit in?
feel like there is something different
about them or that people don't
understand them, especially those
closest to them?
enjoy being creative?
find wonder and beauty in nature?
feel like their feelings get hurt more
easily than others?
wish they had things that others
have?
feel the need to be different or
special and stand out from the
crowd?
experience a wide range of
emotions?
feel comfortable in a melancholy
state and seem to not want to be
cheered up at times?
feel like they are flawed in some
way?
want to be honest and authentic?
have to process their emotions
before they can move on?
seem to be more sensitive than
others?

need regular alone time?
prefer to be alone rather than play
with friends?
prefer to stand back and observe
what's going on, rather than
participate?
get tired easily in social situations?
struggle to understand social
behaviors and cues?
seem to not care about what is
socially acceptable?
have deep thoughts and appear to
be frequently lost in their
thoughts?
tend to avoid crowds and social
situations?
enjoy taking things apart to see
how they work?
enjoy privacy and struggle when
others give them too much
attention?
seem to be shy and introverted?
enjoy asking questions and doing
research to learn new things?

desire to be safe and secure?
feel like it's important to be
loyal to their friends and family?
argue, even if it's just for the
sake of arguing the opposite
side?
seek advice from others when
they have a hard time making a
decision?
have an overactive mind that
seems to constantly worry and
think of worst case scenarios just
so they can feel prepared at any
moment or try to prevent bad
things from happening?
entertain or do things to make
others happy in order to get
other people to like them?
sometimes need assistance and
support to help calm their
anxieties?
worry about their safety?
ask a lot of questions?
feel that they mess things up?
exhibit nervous behaviors?

The Enneagram
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The Wild Child

The Protective Child

The Peaceful Child

Desire: to have fun & be
happy; to experience life to its
fullest

Desire: to be in control; to be
strong & protective of
themselves & others

Desire: to live in harmony & be
free of conflict

Fear: FOMO; dealing with their
emotions; being bored
DOES YOUR CHILD:
enjoy trying new things?
enjoy getting attention?
want to be in the spotlight?
make friends easily?
really dislike being bored?
appear to be a happy, go lucky
kid?
seem upbeat most of the time?
seem to live in the future instead
of the present?
struggle with discipline more than
most other kids?
have a hard time sitting still at
school or church?
seem to avoid difficult or serious
conversations or situations?
struggle to process or work
through their emotions?
jump at opportunities to
experience new and exciting
things?
struggle to finish one thing before
starting something else?
make jokes when it's time to be
serious?

Fear: being challenged,
controlled, manipulated, or
being a victim of wrongdoing
DOES YOUR CHILD:
refuse to back down from a
conflict?
love to be around babies and
animals?
struggle to be vulnerable or
show their emotions?
stand up for themselves and
others?
appear to be very confident?
take control of situations?
demonstrate leadership
qualities?
show aggressive behavior or
anger when they feel they are
being manipulated or
controlled?
figure out ways to get what they
want?
bully others?
become angry when they feel
that others are being treated
poorly or are victims of
wrongdoings?
enjoy confrontations?

Fear: confrontation; being in
conflict; trouble in their
relationships
DOES YOUR CHILD:
avoid conflict and confrontations
at all costs?
enjoy when things are pleasant
and harmonious?
appear to be sweet, kind, and
nonjudgmental?
rarely voice their opinions?
go with the flow?
appear to be very
accommodating?
find comfort in being close to
you?
seem to resent others?
find that they get distracted
easily?
procrastinate?
avoid tasks they need to
complete when they are feeling
overwhelmed?
enjoy peaceful situations and
environments?
do things others want to do to
avoid conflict?

the SELF

Aware Academy
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For more information:
Connect with me on Instagram @thesarahwaxman and on my website www.sarahwaxman.coach
In my coaching program we dive in to who you are and what makes you you. Once you learn about
yourself, we will discuss the tendencies of your children and how you can learn to be the best parent
you can be for each of them in their own unique way. We do all of this during seven 1:1, hour long
sessions.
Our children get one opportunity at childhood. Don't we want to parent them in a way that makes them
really feel loved and valued? We have to remember that our understanding of the world may be
completely different from theirs -- and that's okay and to be expected. The key ingredient here is you.
Transformation begins with you.
Change begins with you.
A happier life begins with you.
Start with yourself, and it will trickle down from there. A better you equals a better them.
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